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E-zine by Ahrvid Engholm, ahrvid@hotmail.com for EAPA - nominate it for Best Fanzine, plz! - 
and other victims of fannishness, you filks craving the sf & fan history finds from the Royal 
Library here presented for the 9th time! Follow @SFJournalen's newstweets from Nordic 
sf/f/h&fandom - skiffy news for six decades,1978-2021! Is this a vacczine for Typoid Fever? In 
thish also your ed's traditional Xmas/New Year's short story.Comments welcome! Late Dec'20.

There's usually editorial comments here at the start, but this time I'll kick off with this year's Xmas/ 
New Year's short story! It's my long-time tradition to write one as seasonal greetings. Editorial 
comments will instead come last, mostly upon the corona thingy. But I dunno if there's much more to 
add. After an expected 2nd bump the virus is going down here. Despite vaccine on the way media 
and some politicians, wanting to show off, still badger (though it's extremely rare any but the old and 
frail are seriously affected). Maybe they just like pushing people around? --AE

 2020 Xmas & New Year Short Story:
"The Hiccup Plague"

"You can die from hiccups," Ture Agnell said, chief epidemiologist of the National Health Agency. "To 
go through more or less violent spams several times per minute puts a huge stress on your body. If it 
goes on for hours, days it may cause everything from a heart attack to a stroke. So we'd..."
  The pack of assembled reporters had fell silent as Dr Agnell began to speak. But when they got the 
chance they were like a bloodhounds on the scent for big news:
  "Doctor, doctor," one of the bull terriers barked. "Can you say..."
  "Say, what causes the hiccups?" a journalist with hair resembling a poodle growled.
  "From whe*hick*re did it come?" a third said with a howl like a beagle.
  The last one looked embarrassed. He had it! The hiccup virus. The others stepped back and formed
an empty circle around the reporter, now looking like a sad puppy...
  Dr Agnell did his best to answer all the questions one by one.

It was a mutated version of an ordinary flu virus and it had come from China. The mutation made it 
more dangerous in a strange way. The communists first tried to hide it. Those little rascals are always
up to their funny little pranks, aren't they!  They claimed it was just something coming from eating bad
rice, but soon they were forces to spill the beans. Their 24/7 Surveillance System of Everyone could 
neither hide it or stop it. And it spread.
   Hiccups are sudden involuntary contractions of the diaphragm, causing more or less painful 
paroxysms. Medical science isn't sure of what causes it. It comes from somewhere in the digestive 
system or the throat area. It may appear when you have eaten too much or swallowed air, but it may 
also burst out without any obvious explanation.
  The new thing is that it this time seemed to be contagious and it was caused by a virus. These tiny 
microbiological machines are not defined as life, as they can't self-reproduce by themselves but need
a host cell to multiply. And they would gladly attack the nerve system and stomach and throat and 
anything. Having the hiccups may seem a little bit funny at first, but after five minutes it becomes 
irritating, after ten very painful and after  an hour serious cause for concern.
  Most people being infected fortunately had the hiccups for just a brief time. In many cases  the 
infection passed without any symptoms at all! But for a minority it became very dangerous as it could 
last for days, even weeks.
  You can't sleep. You become exhausted. Your body systems slowly collapse. After a few days being 
awake you begin to hallucinate. The elderly and people with underlying conditions like high blood 
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pressure, having cancer treatment , being obese, diabetes, or other medical issues were the 
vulnerable ones.
  The traditionally known cures were effective only in mild cases. You know, to slowly drink a glass of 
water, to hold your breath for one minute, or being suddenly scared by something. But as the hiccups
this time came from a virus, maybe a vaccine could be developed? The leading producers of 
everything from aspirins to 10 000-Dollar cancer cures jumped at it, Scheisser, Ass-A-Cynica, 
Murdema and the rest of the merry gang grabbed their microscopes and test tubes.

Millions of people had the hiccups within just a few weeks. Many didn't even notice it. And for most it 
just came and went. But why waste a perfectly good crisis? The Prime Minister had to think of the 
opinion polls and the evening news on TV. He must look like that he stood at the helm and steered 
the stricken ship through the storm. So the PM decided to call for a press conference.
  He stepped out on the podium. Behind him hang national flags with the fabric in beautiful but totally 
unnatural folds, The secret is to use lots of hairspray! The PM had used some too. On his lectern was
a placard placed, reading:

PROTECT THE HOSPITALS
Drink Water * Hold Your Breath * Scare Someone

But if you'd expect he'd do anything but scaring folks, you shouldn't hold your breath! He had heard 
the advice from the National Health Agency, boring things like washing your hands and keeping your 
distance and bla bla. He'd show them who decides!
  "The cabinet has met and I have...we have decided on a few emergency measures..."
  The press held their breath, as if that would help. Some where only present on screens, though 
there had been a few technical hiccups to make that work.
  "To protect the health care system it is absolutely necessary for everyone stay at home. So there will
be a curfew except for essential errands. All shops and restaurants will be closed, except for selling 
essential items. Don't travel! Don't meet anyone! No sale of alcohol!"
  His boring teetotaller Minister of  Lower Education had insisted on the last, not realising that it would
make new drink recipe soon go viral : "Dry Medicini: 1 Olive, 1 part Vermouth, 3 parts Hand 
Sanitizer".
  "But if everyone is being locked up in the home and everything closes, sir, how on Earth will people 
earn a living?" a reporter inquired.
  "I wasn't finished. The government will of course pay everyone for that. Here's the slide presenting 
our economic program..."
  A slide with tables and diagrams appeared behind the PM.
  "It rather looks like an uneconomic program, sir," another reporter shot out. "How will all this be paid 
for? Are you going to print money?"
  "No, of course not," the PM said.
  Stupid question. The national bank didn't print much money any more. They pressed a few 
computer buttons and created money. Damn the triple torpedoes of inflation, higher taxes and 
skyrocketing deficit!
  "Excuse me, sir," another of these damned weasels pondered. "But from statistics we know the 
hiccup virus is only dangerous for the elderly and those with underlying medical conditions. Why  
incarcerate the 99% who aren't at risk and crash the economy, instead of just protecting the old and 
vulnerable? The health risks from unemployment, bankruptcies, isolation and so are considerable."
  The PM took a glass of water and drank it slowly. "Oh, this will only last for a couple of weeks. I 
forgot, everyone has to wear an uncomfortable mask too. Next question!" he finally said.
  The pundits in the press speculated that the government this way just wanted to create a hug 
collective scare, to frighten the hiccups away.



  But two weeks became two months. Bankruptcies and unemployment reached very interesting 
levels. All airlines kept their expensive jets on the ground. International trade halted. Many shelves in 
the supermarkets echoed empty, like for clorex and loo paper. Borders closed. Police patrolled the 
streets to check that no one ruthlessly, masklessly walked his dog. But they left the long lines to all 
new soup kitchens alone, as long as the poor folks stood at least 200 centimetres apart. 
  Telecom operators had a steady and increasing income from the domestic abuse and suicide help 
lines. Walmazone, the world monopoly on on-line sales, had even more wonderful days. Two months 
became four, became six, became... The weeks dragged on and on and on.
  Meanwhile, the pillars of medical research, the pill companies, were ready to pillage the vaccine 
market to make a pillow for our worried heads. One vaccine candidate was discarded as it needed to 
be stored at -270 degrees Celsius. The Russians tested the vaccines Vostok, Voshod, Saljut and Mir 
before they finally succeeded with a syringe full of Venera, named after their Venus probes. The 
name may have been a bit unwise since rumours began that it gave you venereal diseases.
  Anyway, after some trial and error the vaccines came. They had gone through  testing phase 1 and 
2 and 3 and 2 again and 2.5 and 3 again and circling back to phase 3.14159 and at last being 
approved for emergency use.
  The PM had asked FM, his finance minister, to join him in his office. A committee from Scotland's 
Heriot-Watts University, famous for their know-how of economics, would present their long-awaited 
report on how the hiccup crisis had affected the world economy, or what was left of it. What would 
happen now with unemployment, trade, deficits, inflation, stock markets and everything down to the 
price of toilet paper. But the PM and FM now learned that the World Health Organisation would have 
a press conference about the vaccine rollouts, at the same time. 
  The PM could go through thousands of pages of legislation drafts and navigate through hundreds of
bureaucratic paragraphs, but was at loss handling the TV's remote control. He wanted to check the 
vaccine situation first, on Channel One.
  "How do you operate this little bugger," he said helplessly to FM "I need channel one."
  "Who's on first?" FM asked.
  "WHO," PM answered.
  "Watts on second," FM said. "II must follow that. Can you switch?"
  "Why switch channel if you don't know what's on?"
  "That's right. Watts on."
  "What's on second?"
  "I told you. Watts. Why do you want the first channel. Who's on first?"
  "WHO. Now if I can find the right button..."
  "To watch... Who did you say?"
  "That's right. WHO's on first."
  "Watts on second...But who's on first now again?"
  "WHO!"
  "What?"
  "What's on second?"
  "Watts!"
  And so on. The two highest officials of the government became none the wiser. As if anyone had 
imagined they were to start with.

It all seemed to go well with the vaccines. Thousands got their shots the first day and soon hundreds 
of thousands. Within a month millions of doses had been distributed and injected. But since the 
vaccines had gone through very fast and short tests, no one was really sure if there weren't long-term
side effects.
  "I'm worried," Dr Ture Agnell said to his closest associate at the National Health Agency, one Dr 
Abbott Costello.



  "Yes, I have seen the reports too," Dr Costello said. "We knew that the shortage of  time would 
make it difficult to see long-term side effects..."
  "Most aren't affected," Dr Agnell said. "As with the original virus it's a tiny minority that gets it. It turns
up after about a month. It's not death threatening in most cases, but means a certain risk, mirroring 
the original virus."
   "Have you any idea what it comes from?"
  "Well, the original hiccup virus juggled around quite heavily with the digestive system, some effects 
from a little more juggling can't be unexpected."
  Dr Agnell sighed. It might mean more questionable lockdowns.  Children left behind, divorces, 
drugs. Even greater economic disaster. Many more deaths from cancer and other illnesses an 
epidemic would block from being treated. More of politicians sitting on their high horses, trying to 
pretend to be in charge of microbiology, ordering the entire population to be incarcerated.
  "We are between a rock and a hard place," Dr Costello said. "It's a mess."
  "Yes," Dr Agnell agreed."I have never heard of such a side effect. Sure, people are free from the 
darn hiccups. But instead, for hours and days at end they begin to burp..."

Spiffy Skiffy History In A JiffySpiffy Skiffy History In A Jiffy
Time for some more digging into the vaults of the digital newspaper archive of Stockholm's Royal 
Library, as the national library is called in this (constitutional) monarchy. To compensate for corona 
visiting restrictions it had its newspaper archive open online last spring. Yours Truly jumped at the 
chance doing some history research, spending hundreds of hours at it, saving approx 1500 clips. 
This is the ninth issue of Intermission presenting the most interesting finds! (Translated or 

summarised as usual. Nordic readers may enlarge pics and see see the 
original texts, though sometimes blurry for layout and technical reasons.)
  Do you remember the sf community Vietnam War petitions? In 1968 a two-
page ad in Galaxy Magazine listed sf writers who were pro- and anti-war. The 
pro-pros, probably a bit to the right, were on the lef. The leftist anti-pros were 
placed to the right in the spread. See http://sfforward.blogspot.com/2015/07/sf-
vietnam-war-petition.html
  Swedish fandom had something similar. After the Three Mile Island accident 
in 1979  there was a referendum on nuclear power. (It was a complicated thing
with alternatives YES!!, Yes...but, and NO!! The two first together "won" and 
we still have those plants.) Before the voting the memberzine of the 
Scandinavian SF Association (SFSF in Swedish abbreviation) ran an ad where
sf people had signed up for or against nuclear power. Among pro were eg 
Lars-Olov Strandberg and John-Henri Holmberg. Among anti were eg Sam J 
Lundwall and Stieg Larsson. I was listed among the pros, having been 
knighted with BNFhood as publisher of the "Ohnly true newszine" Vheckans 
Ävfentyr (today's @SFJournalen on Twitter). Anders Palm, journalist and my 
old editor-in-chief of Teknikmagasinet took the opportunity to inform the 
readers of morning paper Dagens Nyheter of this, March 22 1980, using the 
rather strange headline "Friends of the raygun are also split":

The question of nuclear power or not has split Sweden into three parts. This 
split has also affected the sf fans in Sweden, these messengers of the future 
who otherwise stand united against the in their opinion unimaginative and 
misunderstanding world. The split in the sf movement has eg resulted in name
lists in the sf press, where different known fans gang together for or against 
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nuclear power. Among the opponents we find primarily sf/crime writer Bertil Mårtensson from Lund 
and the "Alvar-awarded" rune forsgren from Umeå. (The Alvar is the Oscar of the Swedish sf 
movement.) For nuclear power are Ingvar svensson from Uppsala, founder of the Swedish Academy 
for SF, Dénis Lindbohm in Malmö founder of club Meteor, Kjell Rynefors in Trollhättan editor of Cosmos 
Bulletin, Olle Kindberg in Jönköping, son of KG Kindberg who published the old sf magasine Häpna!, and Kjell 
Borgström from Farsta, Swedish fandom's only sf poet. More names could be mentioned for both Yes and 
No.So, if you haven't made up your mind for how to vote: take comfort! Experts fight every day in TV about the
pros and cons of nuclear power. And not even the sf fans who live with atomic guns, atomic powered 
spaceships, atomic personal force fields and atomic eggbeaters, know how it should be.

There you got some more pro- and anti-names. (BTW, the late Kjell Borgström
wasn't fandom's only sf poet. We also have the illustrious Comet-John Benzene
jr...but that's another story.) I have myself always been pro nuclear power. I
simply think that cutting edge technology expands our boundaries and
capabilities and leads to further progress for humanity. And we need more energy.
Yes, there have been a couple of serious accidents but overall they haven't been
the total disasters the environmentalists anticipated. (And the Chernobyl one
wasn't caused by technology, but by doing criminally reckless experiments!)
  Wolf von Witting, then conductor on the surburbian Saltsjöbaden trains,
philosopher sf fan from last issue, had BTW this comment about the Chernobyl
accident in a people-on-the street query in Aftonbladet, April 30 1986, "Are you
afraid we in Sweden may be harmed?":

"No. I don't think it will harm us. Most of it has hit the people over there. But of course, if
there is a disaster closer by...

  Pro-nuclear was Dénis Lindbohm of Malmö in the south, 
one of the earliest fans (founding club Strate-Organisation
in 1949, evolving into club Meteor in 1952). Known as 
Father Dénis, he was  one of the founders of Swedish 
fandom together with Sture Lönnerstrand. He published 
the humorous fanzine Clloev, being a bit like a Sverifan 
version of Bob Tucker, but with one little fault: he believed
in reincarnation. Dénis and I corresponded for years (and 
I was one of few who met him after the 1970's). Beside 
many fine sf novels - with an easy-going style I think was 
quite underrated - he also wrote a long row of nonfic 
books about reincarnation and related stuff. We read 
about it in Göteborgs-Tidningen April 25 1971 (prev 
page), the day before a TV program where he talks more 
about "earlier lives", "Tomorrow Dénis Lindbohm tells 
about how he existed earlier on TV: He remembers life on
other planets". Some excerpts:

Author Dénis Lindbohm is 44 years old and lives in Malmö, is 
married and has two children. A quite ordinary Swedish family. 
But before Dénis became what he is  now, he was the four 
year old Scanian girl Esta, born in 1914 and dead in the 
Spanish flu in 1918. He has experienced being other 
people...having had strange experiences on other planets, he 
has killed and been killed. … In the new book Jagets eld /"Fire 
of the self"/ Dénis tells about his strange experiences. He says 
that Esta was the sister of his mother, and Elsa was thus the 
aunt of Dénis. Dénis was born in 1927 in Tranås. When he was
1½ he visited his grandparents in Scania. Despite being 



banned from going in to the living room by the grandparents he still went in, /Quote from the book of how he 
there saw a photo of Esta and had a strange feeling and was told it was his dead aunt, now "with God"./ It was
not until November 1967 he told others of his experiences. He wrote to his friends and told how it was. It was 
too much for many of them. /Dénis explains./  ...Most probably something within us is immortal, this something
leaves the body when we die and lands randomly or by will in the embryo in the womb of a pregnant woman...
/Dénis believes in a "world soul in the form of a psychic force field/ ...it is possible that what we experience is 
recorded and archived there ...the different me:s are are expressions of one and the same super-me, a form of
cosmic personality split. If you dare to accept this theory  we are all one and the same being- the differences 
comes from the "I" existing in different bodies. /Then follows what he claims to remember as Esta, but he has 
also/ ...colourful experience from other planets far out in the universe. For a time he lived as a warrior in a 
world of murder existing many million of years ago far away from Earth. He tells about a memory from 
that. /Follows a long quote from his book. As a warrior he kills a woman, a priestess. A flees with another 
woman whom he loves but is killed./ Caption: Man's soul is eternal, according to the Martinus cosmology. After
life here on earth we can very well continue to live on another planet in the universe. /The info box tells about 
the TV show, done by one Per Ragnar./

Swordsmen on alien planets is all very Robert E Howard! The article ends with "The scientist: No 
proof of reincarnation". To be fair Dénis never tried to push for his beliefs in his letters and try to 
convert me. And I told him several times that I didn't believe in this stuff. The human brain is 
wonderful in creating beliefs! People will falsely claim eg that they are "pregnant with an elephant" 
(like Preussian field marshal von Blucher) or made of glass (like king Charles VI of France) or born 
"in the wrong body" (popular to think today). Humans are very unreliable witnesses, often believe in 
totally erroneous ideas, and do bad things like faking ballots or not accepting defeat.
  Aftonbladet also covers Dénis and reincarnation, April 26 1971, "He tells about his earlier life - when
he was his own aunt". Some excerpts here too:

/Beginning talking about Esta/ "The recordings of Esta lives in me. How did I get them? Notice it isn't a diffuse 
feeling that I have been Esta. It is a matter of direct memories of experience. Her brain recorded what her 
body went through." /He'll talk about his memories as Esta for 4 minutes in the TV program of which examples 
are given in the article. He's not worried abut going public even if he may be ridiculed. A doctor knowing him 
says he is a "steady person"./  "I don't demand that anyone without questions shall accept my experiences. 
But I see it as a duty to research to share the experiences I have. And then it's for the experts to analyse my 
memories and hypotheses. I want people to get  acquainted with the problems," Lindbohm says to 
Aftonbladet.

Dénis was a friend of Sam J Lundwall, the author and publisher, whose
singing career I've told about in an earlier Intermission. Dénis and Sam
where the main fans in the imaginative and mock "Fannish War" in the 
late 1950's and 1960's, where they pretended to be rulers The Autarch 
of Strateborg and Lord Theo of Chandra at war with each other. It was 
performed through fanzines,
proclamations, tape recordings
and even amateur 8 mm films. I

found this ad in Expressen October 8 1966 about singer-
songwriter Sam, when he performed on "The Stork", a music
barge anchored by a Stockholm quay. This was a legendary
club in the 1960's where all the big singer-songwriter names of
the era performed, like Cornelis Vreeswijk, Fred Åkerström,
Finn Zetterholm - and Sam J Lundwall. He was for a while up
there with the hotshots!
  Another important fan active in the 1960's was Leif
Andersson. He became nationally famous when he won the 10
000 Crowns in a TV quiz on the subject Astronomy, and later



became a professional astronomer. But he was also an sf fan, which we see in this Dagens Nyheter 
story August 8, 1965, "To the Sun of Capri":

...the young astronomy expert and TV idol  Leif Andersson soon travels. He'll not enjoy the sun like ordinary 
Capri tourists, but study the named heavenly body in a scientific way at the Saltsjöbaden observatory Capri 
branch. Leif became an idol 1960 when he won 10 000 crowns in the TV quiz "The Challenge" on the subject 
astronomy. Soon the 16-year old Leif, a farmer's son from Vinberg near Falkenberg in Halland became "TV 
Leif", "TV Star" and "TV Comet" over all of Sweden. But being a celebrity didn't bother Leif that much and he 
continued his school work. Being an idol had a brief comeback last year in the Nordic TV competition "The Die
is Thrown" and made Finns happy by answering "kyllä" sometimes. Leif is now very busy studying in Lund, to 
be an astronomer of course. Beside stars he is also an expert on since long extinct animals, dinosaurs and 
other things he lectures about in his indistinguishable dialect in front of stunned audiences of friends. Among 
the interests is also sf literature, something close at heart for an astronomer. Leif is an active sf fan and 
published his own amateur magazines in the genre, "fanzines", as it is sometimes called in that field … He'll 
be on Capri for t least half a year so the buddies in the sf clubs have to do without their most talked abut 
representative for a long time.

To continue the fan parade, another leading fan from the era was Carl Hällström or Sture Sedolin as 
he is also known as (not sure, but I think "Sture" one of his extra first names and "Sedolin" a name 
existing in his family tree) who started the small sf magazine Nya Världar ("New Worlds"). 

Unfortunately it only came in one issue, but Expressen wrote abut it 
June 13, 1964. "Columbus' Space Egg":

The Swedish magazine flora has seen a new sf magazine, "Nya Världar". The 
contents verify the old truth that the only now living author who can write sf is 
Ray Bradbury. Unfortunately he isn't represented in the magazine. You 
shouldn't start a story like this not even out in space: "When our big, extremely 
fast spaceship slid into the atmosphere of the blue planet, I lay in my bunk 
shaking with horror with the comforting arms of my wife around me". The 
articles about sf aren't phrased much better. "Sf is the truthful literature of our 
time, the second Elizabethian era, the era waiting for a new Columbus who 
shall bring the  caravelle rocketship through the depths of space.” Columbus 
journey through the sky. Sf is religion.

The reviewer was a bit negative, wasn't he... I'll tell you a secret, the 
tabloid Expressen isn't itself the most
intellectual publication in history either!
Onward... As covered in earlier iessues,
media reported about the first Swedish sf
con, Luncon in 1956 - even in national
radio! Here's a report I missed, from

Svenska Dagbladet August 20 1956, "Union formed for sf"  (ie a
federation, not a "trade union"...):

Sweden's and also Scandinavia's first sf convention has taken place in Lund
Saturday and Sunday, attended by about 35 youth from Stockholm, Luleå,
Eskilstuna, Surahammar, Jönköping, Halmstad, Malmö and Lund. A Swedish
"SF Union" was formed during Sunday, and a committee was set up to
prepare next year's Swedish convention and Swedish participation in the
Worldcon in London 1957. During the convention days there have been
several lectures giving the attendees a look into the fantastic world of
tomorrow. Moon rockets, flying saucers, and interplanetary research trips
have also been discussed. The activities of the different clubs is coordinated
by a central committee chaired by student Kjell Pettersson, Lund.

Now, this first "union" soon collapsed in internal friction, and a new
one was founded, and fell apart,  a new one came, and split, again and again, until in 1960 the 
Scandinavian SF Association came. (Which celebrated it's 50 th anniversary on the small Ökon 2 
October 24, BTW due to Known Causes the only Swedish con 2020.)



  Intermission has covered space poet and Nobelist Harry Martinson earlier, famous for the poetry 
cycle Aniara, and his contacts with the sf group Atomic Noah from 1945 and on. Here's more.
  The first poems of Aniara came already in his 1953 collection Cikada, and sensing something big 
was brewing newspaper Svenska Dagbladet made a visit to Harry already in 1955, July 31. "Nebula 
in Trosa gave Martinson the impulse for 'Doris and Mima'", beginning with describing the settings of 
Martinson's countryside cottage in Gnesta south of Stockholm, and then:

...he is 50 May 5. Is he becoming gammed and becoming jail and dori as it is said in future slang in "The Song
of Doris and Mima"? … You can read the answer in the poems in Cikada. It speaks of the mild sorrow that 
after a while comes into the heart. … He is glad he doesn't live during the Stone Age, when men where slain 
when they got a beard or perhaps a little later. "It is middle age that has made culture possible ," he says
(Caption: Martinson running a cinema projectionist. His interest is Chaplin's classic farces.) /He discusses 
things like theatre plays he likes, and.../ When it comes to politics he doesn't feel in  good mood. He doesn't 
understand the political man. For him politics is the art of the ridiculous and he can't sympathise with anyone 
but the individual. His hope is in the individualists. /Among religions he has a soft spot for Lao-Tse, otherwise 
his attitude to religions is like for politics. He speaks of happiness, which is difficult to catch and keep./ Harry 
Martinson went out to look at the stars one night in August last year. He then lived in Gustav Sandgren's 
cottage around Trosa. It was a clear starry sky, and he amused himself with finding the planets- What he really
looked for was the nebula Andromeda a hundred million light years away. /2 mill l y, I think/ And suddenly he 
stood eye to eye to it. He had the whole galaxy in his telescope. /He owned an amateur telescope./ He had a 
shock from being able to see that far out in the universe, so afterwards he went inside and closed the door. 
"The Song of Doris and Mima" grew out from that experience, the first sample of poetic sf in Swedish 
literature. Harry Martinson has received many letters because of that poem. Many have enjoyed it, but a few 
have also been annoyed, namely the chronoschougians /??? - maybe a private term from Harry M/ who have 
a narrow track laid out for them until the end of life, and thus rather bash the poet than disbanding their rusty 
rails. "It's not on nerve clinics and mental hospitals you best read the worries of the time," Martinson says. 
"You do that in the poems. It is the task of the author to be sensitive and write the chronicle about what's 
happening. But not about the events of today like in the newspapers. But about the events of the year and 
decade. With the focus somewhat shifted compared to the daily press." /Martinson finishes the interview by 
setting up his projector to show Chaplin's "The Cure"./ What Cure? Things like that makes you vlamm and 
gondel. /Slang from Aniara./

B l a c k   H o l e s   M a t t e r!B l a c k   H o l e s   M a t t e r!



There are many examples of the space poet's interest in sf. In 
1955 he eg visited Uppsala and held a lecture which seems to 
have dealt a lot with the genre, as Expressen reports May 27, 
"Between us space pirates":

Harry Martinson has been in Uppsala and talked about sf. There are 
many poetic works in the genre, Martinson thought. The best ones: 



Ray Bradbury's "The Martian Chronicles" and AE van Vogt's "The Voyage of the Space Beagle". And 
Martinson of course read his own space poems from Cikada.

It doesn't say where he lectured, but it probably was at the university or for a student organisation, 
because Uppsala is an Academic city, known for Scandinavia's oldest university founded in 1477.
  In the early and mid 1950's interest in human space exploration increased. Both the Russians and 
Americans announced they intended to launch satellites (Sputnik shouldn't have been a surprise!) 
and Svenska Dagbladet had several articles about it July 31,1955. Space poet Harry Martinson was 
of course involved, and the overall headline was "First step into space - scientists between hope and 
pessimism. SvD poll about satellites":

Man is about to take the first step into space. Satellites launched from 
Earth shall go into orbit...huge and mind-boggling perspectives open. 
From several sources the opinion is stated that its now perhaps only 
years or decades before the conquest of space can begin in earnest. 
"It's the most important news since the atomic bomb," says the president
of the International Astronautical Federation, the American civil engineer
Fred C Durant, who has just arrived to Copenhagen to head the 
international space travel convention. Mr Durant thinks that man within 
25 years can do trips eg around the Moon /it took 13!/. SvD has visited 
the poet and cosmos thinker Harry Martinson to hear how he reacts to 
the sensational news.

A side article says "Opens rich possibilities" saying eg where the 
Swedish professor Olof Rydbeck hopes for good cooperation with 
the US, since it takes a big and rich country to afford the 
expensive experiments. The satellites will be most important for 
radio astronomy, especially for longer radio waves which the 
atmosphere blocks. Astronomer Knut Lundmark says "Risky 
development" in another article. Reaching orbit is easy once you 
reach escape speed. Next step could be a space station and 
satellites. But Lundmark warns against political and strategic 
interest meddling, resulting in a struggle between major powers. 
We turn to the long piece with Martinson, "The universe fascinates
us", where the poet receives the newspapers reporter a beautiful 
summer day with a cold beer on his "floating terrace" in the 
shadow of his boathouse by Lake Sillen. He took the news about 
coming satellites:

...with self-restraint and with being impressed. One of his first comments
was: "Lucky they fly so high that you don't get them on your head." A 
couple of years ago he wrote The Song about Doris and Mima, a 
symbolic tale about the spaceship Aniara, ferrying between Earth and 
the other planets. The great poem has been called the first poetic sf in 
Swedish literature. The universe is close to Harry Martinson wintertime. 
There are few nights when he doesn't look for the Andromeda nebula 
that inspired Doris and Mima. Summertime the nights are too bright for 
private astronomy. /Description of house and surroundings and his 
family follows. His daughters takes a rowing boat out on the lake./ Their 
father continues to talk about the escape velocity 11 km/s. He seems to 
know everything about the laws of space, quickly presents an incredibly 
complicated equation and begins to talk about the orbital bend … "It 
sounds incredible but the orbital bend of the Moon is as small as 1.36 
mm/km. I hope you write technical details correctly, journalists are often 

in error." Is it a scientist speaking? But these complicated things comes from a poet writing /quote from Aniara. 
Harry is asked if he'd consider going into space himself./   "Well, if Earth became so inhabitable you don´t 



want to stay I guess you'd leave." "Without knowing to
where?" "Where? Out there I suppose nothing but death
awaits. Different sorts of deaths, cyanide death, ammonia
death and death through cold. You must bring along life in
a can and many different devices. But you could go from
even a friendly Earth, there is something within man that
wants to go and look what's it like in cosmos. At the same
time there is so much that keeps you on Earth, the
summer, the plants, life in general... You must ask yourself
why man has taken so much interest in the universe that a
whole literary genre, sf,  has been created for it. It may be
the undecidable the transformation of time continuity, a sort
of immortality. What ever happens in technology it will
always be anticipated, perhaps with exception of
disbanding the law of gravity. I have myself been caught by
the subject. Why? You can't yourself really say why you
write a certain thing. You land in a force field. There is a
second part finished of The Song of Doris and Mima, also
with symbolic hidden meanings, which may come out in a
few years. /It was combined with Doris and Mima and
came next year as Aniara./  There will certainly be a going
fast novel about these satellites, but I'm not going to write
it. … Yes, of course you follow the foreign policies. I notice
the political happenings in the way you read the barometer
and thermometer. I listen to politics with the same
elaborate fatalism as listening to the weather report: it will
be either this or that way. It is of course difficult to be a
politician, mankind seems to be as unpredictable as the
weather. About 3-4  years ago we where more pessimistic than today, now we have become use to the 
thought that we can´t live too many more years on this planet. Of course I have always been fascinated by 
space. We are only a diminishing little decimal figure in the whole. You get a totally different perspective when 
dealing with space and I dare to say that a human consists of his perspectives. Happiness is another thing, 
some find happiness in having large perspectives, others are more modest. … By making technology and 
science universal - or at least mondial - they may perhaps stop wars. It was before called balance of power, 
now it is a "saturated solution", a technical-mathematical combination.  I think man will finally become scared 
of the consequences of his inventions, It has nothing to do with courage but lies on another level. …  The 
danger is that man can't control the forces he releases. It was that way when Japanese fishermen was injured 
by the atomic bomb the other year. That's an experience will will see again." /Some comments about the 
surroundings and in the end a quote from Aniara./

The Svenska Dagbladet editorial that day covered the same subject, "Man towards space": 

The official news from the White House that the Americans now will realise the plans to send up space 
stations with instruments, is one of the most remarkable piece of news the world has received in many years. 
Never before has it been possible for people to send up a projectile or rocket that far out in space so that it 
doesn't at once return due to Earth's gravity. The rockets being launched with scientific purposes have after 
reaching zenith - ca 300 km - ejected instruments which then have fallen to Earth in a parachute. What's now 
being prepared is something revolutionary. Nothing less than launching artificial heavenly bodies... The 
fantastic project has been discussed for many years and been subject to descriptions in magazines, but this 
far the speculations have been surrounded by a romantic shimmering, which we have in sf. From the world of 
the saga and fantasy the dramatic enterprise has now been moved into reality. No doubt staggering 
perspective opens...a first step towards the old dream of interplanetary traffic. Usually we have counted on 
that having manned artificial satellites is a prerequisite for continued conquest of space but man's chances of 
mastering the technical difficulties in the foreseeable future to construct these floating bases has at least for 
the layman seemed to be so big that it could be discarded being without any interest. After the American 
message it seems that the foundations of this assessment must be reconsidered... within relatively close 
future. Perhaps  within a couple of decades we should be able to put up even bigger space stations of real 
importance for possible future space traffic. … The primary use for the space station is however not to to open
fast lanes for the conquest of space. The aim is far more modest, though important. The scientists will gain 
more knowldge of such things as the sun's radiation, the yet mysterious cosmic radiation, the matter existing 
in space etc, and at the same time they hope to gain things useful for meteorology. The satellites will in other 
words be used for the same purposes as the sounding rockets; the difference is that they are expected to give 



a much richer return. The Americans have claimed that the project has small or no military importance. From 
the yet few technical details available it's not possible to asses the military aspects, but perhaps what the 
Americans say should be seen to the background that the satellites may cause some international 
complications as they in their orbits cross national borders, though on a high altitude. Here comes a new 
problem for international law. It has never been defined how high up in space national sovereignty goes. 
/Satellites may however in the future be used for spying./ Information from Moscow says the Russians are also
in the way to prepare launching space stations, which indicates it is a matter of a race for something important 
not only from a scientific viewpoint. If manned satellites are developed the military side of the issue will 
become more obvious, The one coming first will have an invaluable strategic advantage. Under all 
circumstances the message from America bear witness to that mankind is at a really big milestone. Perhaps 
may the coming space stations by future chronologers be noted as an event as important as when atomic 
power first was released on our planet.

We have seen in several articles from the 1950's and on that Harry Martinson was interested in 
science fiction and space. He obviously had a living interest, because sf returns in his focus in a very 
public speech, at the Social Democrat's first of May march in 1958. (May 1st - or April 31, Mercer's 



Day - that's when socialists march all over the world.) There's a long article In Dagens Nyheter May 2
1958, describing different parts of the march and summarising all speakers, among them the then 
Swedish PM Tage Erlander. But here's what Harry M said, headlined "We already live in the middle of
the future we fear":

...and then Harry Martinson stood up, in the new May 1 tradition of have a culture person, a non-politician, so 
too this day. He arrived just in time and heard nothing of the Prime Minister's speech. Harry Martinson asked 
to keep his hat on in the spring wind and apologised for without much experience as a speaker he in this wind 
had to look for words sometimes, but he hoped to be understood. He spoke about science fiction and his own 
Aniara and reminded with icy clearness it wasn't about the future, as we often think, but about the reality 
where we live. He said that when George Orwell in 1947-48 wrote 1984 he called in 1948 - he thought the 
totally commanded total state would exist about the same time as the book was printed, but the publisher 
made the title milder by switching two digits, so that the readers would be woken up and scared by that we 
already live in what we think is the future. He also told us that when he wrote Aniara he didn't think of things 
that would happen but on things that had already happened - the terrible wars, the gas chambers in the 
German extermination camps. The Bomb in Aniara isn't a bomb in the future but the bomb dropped over 
Hiroshima which is terrible enough. Harry Martinson also said he was a friend of the Defence as far as was 
reasonable - but he wondered who would in the end defend the atmosphere around and the air we breathe 
from not getting poisoned. And then Harry Martinson stepped down from the tribune.(Caption: Harry Martinson
in front of the flag carriers and young mothers who demanded an end to film censorship.)

We have mentioned Aniara, so lets have a closer look - at the English translation. The first came in 
the early 1960's and can actually be found as a PDF here: 
https://1lib.eu/book/5303900/87de5b
  Translator was helped by the Scottish poet Hugh 
McDiarmid and it is mentioned in Dagens Nyheter Marsh 
12 1964, "Martinson in English":

Aniara has these last days been published in English 
translation by Elspeth Harley Schubert, who had had help with 
the verses by the great Scottish poet and rabulist Hugh 
MacDiarmid. The Times Literary Supplement has reviewed it. 
The review is extensive but not very generous. Martinson get 
acknowledged for taking on outer space, his sf imagination, but 
not for his linguistic innovations. The anonymous reviewer 
doesn't like the Mima at all. It is after all hardly more than an 
unusual TV set, and a curiosity (which even has a conscience) 
which has a passive existence. It isn't "constructive". Going on 
the reviewer becomes not only scout but also a school 
professor, He thus criticise the poet for talking about Jupiter as 
a star and not as a planet. He doesn't see Aniara as epic in an 

older sense; the one where the hero like in
Odysseus or Gilgamesh or Aeneiden steps
down into the underworld. That's one 
observation ant the school teacher shows 
himself to also be informed abut the 
Swedish original, in which Martinson in fact
a couple of times refers to space as 
Hades. (That link has sort of snapped in 
the translation, as have most of the 
rhymes.) But the reviewer thinks this 
descent is too singular to fill a long epic 
poem. There should have been counter 
streams, alternatives. As a counterweight 
to the upper Hades, perhaps a little 
friendly, ivory-overgrown space pub? The 
reviewer ends by imagining that his 
volume will make its mark in English 
literary life.Hm, this looks familiar...
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Svenska Dagbladet went through English reviews of the first English translation (a second one has 
come in later years) March 12 1963, "Descending down to Hades in spaceship"

A review of man in time and space is the supplement title of the English version of Harry Martinson's epic 
Aniara, which now has been reviewed with interest in the British press. Harry Martinson isn't unknown for 
English readers. The road is translated before. Hugh MacDiarmid and an excellent translator Elspeth Harley 
Schubert. Hutchinsons has published it. As earlier mentioned the Times Literary Supplement has spent big 
space, half a page, on a thorough analysis, which can almost be said to have been enthusiastic in this usually 
towards all Swedish literature sceptical magazine. The review is headline "Ascent to Hades" and notes that 
that the only route for a poet in these times dominated by dogmas - if he wants to adhere to any of them -  is 
epic poems or sf.  "It may be considered strange
that no English writer has found out to merge
these two forms, stranger than that a that a
Swedish poet has thought of it", it is said in TLS.
Englishmen must be first with news! That is what
Harry Martinson has done. But even in Milton's
"Lost Paradise" there are ingredients of sf, TLS
writes and adds: "Nowhere may a hero be more
heroic than in a nebula 505 million light years from
Earth, where he has to count on beings with
inhuman instincts and superhuman abilities. No
other form makes it possible to show totally
imaginary phenomenon with the harsh confidence
of Homer as he lets Oysseus' visit Hades". It is
also noted it was a bold move to have the work
translated. It may show to be fruitful for English
literature. In the radio magazine The Listener Ian
Rodger revealed that he two years earlier had
urged to have Aniara translated and he had
himself made a rough translation to stimulate
British appetite for this "Swedish work of genius".
He also thought Aniara might give "much needed
inspiration" to English poets and talked about its
passages of great beauty, of terror and elevation.
Glasgow Herald called Aniara a characteristic
literary product of our times, a mix of science and
fantasy. And it has a real and lasting impact force.
"To warn us...is after all one of the main and
genuine purposes of literature"2. A critically mined
reviewer in the New Statesman called Aniara "a
long, gloomy, visionary poem" that could be
accused of repeating itself. He also assumed that
the blank verse kept throughout the English
version was more varied in the original. The
reviewer in TLS had read Aniara also in Swedish,
apparently to the benefit of the work.

So there you have it! I liked Aniara myself, but
I like poetry. Try it if you like poetry, but if you
don't like poetic stuff I don't think you'll
understand why it got him a Nobel Prize. It's
correct that the meter in the Swedish original is more varied. Take for instance "song" No 42, written 
so it can be sung to the tune of the old classic tune "Daisy Bell"...
  Now for something sad. The first foreign (if a fellow-Nordic Finland-Swede is that) I got closer in 
contact with was "Finland's Mr SF", Tom Ölander, so called because he was instrumental in starting 
Finnish fandom in the mid-1970's. He was involved in the first clubs, helping editing the first sf 
publications, had sf contacts abroad, and so on. I first met him on SF-Kongressen 1977, again on SF-
Kongressen 1979, and he was of course onboard with us organising the first Finnish sf con, King-Con
in 1982. Tom became a very good friend. So I was very sad when he suddenly passed away in 2002. 



I knew he suffered from a weakened main artery near the heart, because he had told me, but when it 
burst and killed him it was still a shock. Notable foreigners may get obituaries in Swedish papers, and
Tom was one I thought, so I wrote and mailed one to the two biggest Swedish morning papers. To my
surprise Dagens Nyheter published it Sept 26, 2002, "Deaths abroad - Tom Ölander":

Tom Ölander, Helsinki, 57 years, has passed away in a heart disease has
suffered from for a longer period. Tom Ölander has among other things ran his
own company and been estate caretaker, eg for Hufvudstadsbladet (Finland's
biggest Swedish language newspaper) building in central Helsinki. But for all
of us whop knew him he became Finland's "Mr SF". From the mid 1970's he
was a pioneer and inspiration for sf literature in Finland and a travelling
ambassador who created Nordic contacts and with the rest of Europe through
phone calls and correspondence, over the whole sf world. The literary genre sf
and its so called fandom (the sf fan movement) was at the time rather
unknown in Finland, though the Turku SF Society, which Tom had contact

with, was founded
in 1976, Tom was
one of the founders
of the first Finnish
sf magazine
Aikakone
1981 /"Time
Machine"/ and the
driving force behind
Finland's first sf
convention in
Helsinki in 1982. Here he could through contacts in 
Hufvudstadsbladet get Finska Notisbyrån /main 
news telegram agency/ to issue a news telegram, 
which made a huge impact in press and TV. /True! 
50+ newspapers noted the con and TWO evening 
news progs on TV!/ Tom was the Guest of Honour 
in Tampere in 1985 and in 1986 he organised a 
new sf convention in Helsinki called Finncon, which 
after that takes place every second year and 
attracts 2-
3000
attendees
(being among
the biggest sf
conventions in
Europe).
Without the
pioneering
work by Tom
Ölander, this
wouldn't have
happened. He
also collected
sf amateur
magazines,
and his big
collection (10
000's of
copies) was a
couple of

years ago donated to the Turku SF Society to be the basis for an sf
library. He organised group trips, like the one to the Eurocon in Hungary
in 1988. Through his contacts he helped Finnish sf magazines to get
publishing rights. Out of his own pocket he helped editors with printing
bills. But he held a low profile and never brought attention to himself.

Early Finnish fans Pekka Virtanen, 
Tom Ölander, Jyrki Ijäs, 1986.



Maybe its typically Finnish to work quietly but getting things done. For his efforts he was awarded with the 
World SF Special President's Award in the sf worldcon in Brighton in 1987, and he received another award 
from World SF in 1988, "For Independence of Thought in the Field of SF". During the 1990's Tom Ölander 
stepped back somewhat, but he was still around (he attended Finncon 2001 and planned to attend Finncon 
2003 in Turku). Tom Ölander used to say he was happy "to see the youngsters continue with the things I have 
helped build". He also had many friends in Sweden, which he often visited, and he contributed a lot to 
strengthen contacts across the Åland Sea in the sf field. Tom Ölander was incredibly friendly, generous, 
modest in his ways, and had a huge heart burning for science fiction."

The other big morning paper, Svenska Dagbladet, also printed the obituary, but for some reason they 
waited until November 19 2002. I'll reproduce it but since it was just a somewhat shorter version of 
the same text, I won't translate.
  The USSR won the race for the first satellite
with Sputnik in October 1957, and the US
followed in January 1958 with Explorer. A
Swedish publisher took the opportunity to
advertise its sf book series, Atom-böckerna ("The
Atom Books") in Aftonbladet February 12, 1958, 
"Regarding the USA satellite";

The Atom Books - Sweden's biggest and best sf
series. Where imagination is as fascinating as
reality... 12 carefully selected and incredibly exciting
sf novels, written by world famous authors in the
genre. /List of their books that far. The lone Swede,
Carl Henner, probably wasn't "world famous"./ 
Without extra cost: Out Into Space by prof K
Lundmark. Everyone who now buys the series THE
ATOM BOOKS gets this popular introduction to
space and the secrets of space flight without extra
cost! Mail your coupon today. /Then a coupon to send
to Lindqvist Publishing House, for the whole series
for 82.50 Swedish Crowns, ca 16 1958-dollar at the

then exchange rate, or separate books for 6.75 each,
ca $1.35 in 1958-dollar./

But it was Jules Verne Magasinet (1940-1947)
that first really introduced this space stuff to the
reading public. It later slowly changed its name
to Veckans Äventyr ("The Week's Adventure")
but sf dominated the contents to the very end,
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just supplemented with an occasional sports, western or detective story. Here's an ad from 
Aftonbladet April 9, 1946 (next page):

John Nilsson, the Scanian wild bear, new pro star. 
BIRGER BUHRE'S masterful portrait of the "guy 
who knows what he wants", is a SMASH HIT in the 
"magazine that knows what it wants" THE WEEK'S 
ADVENTURE. Also: I am a rocket, The Man 
Without a Head, Captain Future Builds a New 
Planet, the six best comics of the week. NEW 
KNOCKOUT ISSUE TODAY. 35 öre. /ie 0.35 
Crowns, ca 7 US cents./

What's noteworthy is that the first story 
mentioned, "I, Rocket" was Ray Bradbury's 
debut in Swedish! I very strange story told by  
rocket in the first person. This thing of 
presenting a sportsman "strong as a bear" was 
common in the magazine. They introduced the 
Superman comics in Sweden, originally called 
"The Titan from Krypton", and then began a 
series presenting muscular men as "Swedish 
Supermen".

Hm, doesn't the "strong man" in this ad look like 
a...MUTANT!

Failing Moments...eh, Mailing Comments!

Editorially: To all readers, as replacement for my ordinary editorial comments... As expected, the 
corona virus had a bump in the autumn, as it spreads much more easily when people live more 
indoors due to colder weather. Despite what some pundits have tried to give the impression of, 
Sweden is still lockdown-free . But politicians and media have done their darndest to try to scare 
people! All curves are now pointing downwards, except numbers of "officially" infected - simply 
because testing has increased a lot. The week before Xmas more tests ever were performed. The 
drop in other curves should be attributed to a decent degree of herd immunity. According to a random
test in late November, 38% of Stockholmers carried antibodies. It should have increased even more 
by now, and the antibody degree for the whole country should be 30-35%. To this comes what is 
known as T-cell immunity. Sweden sinks like a Titanic in the North Atlantic in the list of deaths, now 
25th and falling. EU has begun vaccination among all member states so vaccines are on their way, 
even if it takes half a year before most people get the jab.The Pfizer and Moderna vaccines are 
approved and the Astra-Zeneca will be shortly (that's from a Swedish-British company and the stuff 
that needs only one shot). But it will take a lot of time to vaccinate people, Outside risk groups, like 
me, we' ll have to wait until summer, I guess. I'd rather wait for the Astra-Zeneca stuff that takes only 
one shot. Too much trouble to do it twice. But if we can get say half the population vaccines, the 
antibodies and T-cells will cover the rest. Despite the pandemic is slowing and vaccination is coming, 
media and politicians are still  scaremongering, even if it does seem the situation is still a bit worrying 
in the USA. Our Prime Minister Stefan Löfven holds press conferences trying to frighten folks with 
dark visions, urging all shops and activities to close - which they wisely refuse to do. The legislation 
doesn't allow the government to close private businesses outside wartime (though they now want to 



create new laws for it). Media's headline makers eagerly echoes any scare. Foreign papers pick this 
up and claim Sweden has "abandoned" her scientific strategy, the standard ones before factor 10 
times faulty computer "models" threw them in the bin. Being out
on the streets I notice no panic and no change. All restaurants and
shops are open, even if some have an attendant at the door
checking that more a certain maximum of customers aren't inside
(it's rare and if there is a line outside, it is short). Public transport
runs as before. Face masks are rare. There are no police on the
streets annoying people for being too close or maskless. The
reality some paint in dark colours and the real reality are two
different things.
  Henry Grynnsten: Hm, I think I managed 13 or 14 copies of my
carbon copied zine Virkbilagan (ca 20 issues, a decade later  later
continued in electronic form reaching around 95 issues) the last one being virtually illegible. 30 gram 
airmail paper and two strong forefingers made it possible. On a manual typewriter I don't type with all 
ten fingers  - as I on a computer keyboard, though with my own improvised style - but with only my 
two forefingers. That way I can apply a lot of force on the keys. There were AFAIK shrinking income 
inequalities in the 1950s, so that can't explain the darker moods coming in the late 1960's and 
1970's. I'd rather explain it psychologically, that after a period of optimism, a backlash and pessimism
is bound to arrive. If it goes well people will think "Hm, everything goes so well that there must be 
something wrong...". It's "unfair" that things go well, so darker thoughts become inevitable. Things like
the Vietnam war, the OPEC oil embargo in 1973 and the Cold War helps to finally break down any 
optimism. For my part, I don't give dreams too much importance. Dreams are random runs of events 
that you have had through the day, and they are now evaluated and purged by the brain's information
sorting system, which is what we call dreams. Sleep is maintenance time. The brain runs through 
information and purges what's deemed of lesser value. Dreams are random info obtained recently, no
more. They may tell you what the brain thinks is important for you, but nothing about the future.
  William McCabe: You claim that the "problem with the current economic  system is that
it relies on a continuously expanding market to survive". But that's OK, because that's what comes 
with economic  growth which means more resources. Since there are a lot of problems around we 
need more resources, ie grow the economy and thus expand markets. But it's a win-win, all benefit. 
That people "spend more and more money" comes from growth of markets/economy/resources and 
is just what we need. "The average government is in debt. It usually owes much more than it can 
afford to repay", you say. The first is true, but not the last. Most governments borrow money, most of 
it by selling bonds, of which much is bought by their own population. But they also pay back. 
Government budgets always allocate money to pay back, with interest. State bankruptcies are rather 
rare (Venezuela is close to it, Argentina and Greece has done it earlier, but it is still rare). The last two
decades eg Sweden's public debt went from something like 85% to 40% (now it will rise again 
somewhat, because of a Certain Virus). Under Bill Clinton, the US lowered its debt substantially. Billy 
C could hold on to his wallet, if not his pants. But you are right in your description of the circle of evil 
that a thing like the corona may cause. It is serious and it is partly mental, with media, wanting to be 
dramatise, and some politicians liking to “show off”, both trying to scare us. But remember what prez 
FDR said about the Great Depression:  "The only thing we have to fear - is fear itself". I'm by principle
against quotas for X , whatever X is - ie enforced "diversity". It's discrimination, against those left out 
of quotas. About corona:  There are three simple reasons why Sweden has reported more corona 
deaths than our Nordic neighbours: 1) Our winter school break was timed so that when the surge 
came in middle Europe millions were returning from vacations (especially in the Alps). At least a 
million passed through Stockholm's Arlanda airport. Many super spreaders came in, which our 
neighbours were spared. Super spreaders have shown to be important. And that Stockholm was hit 
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spring. From Dec 22, after which Public 
Health Agency went on holidays.



especially hard shows this. 2) Care homes where hit hard because it was unknown in the beginning 
that asymptomatic people could spread corona. 3) The Swedish statistical definition of a "corona 
fatality" is very, very wide. In reality, only 1/3 of the figures given are deaths from the virus. Studies of 
statistical excess deaths show this. 2/3 were just ordinary deceased, but the person also happened to
carry the virus - it wasn't cause of death. In eg Norway a doctor must specify on the death certificate 
that the direct cause of death was the virus. (OK, they did get lower rates also through a long 
lockdown and lacking super spreaders, but the difference is far, far smaller than it would seem.)  
BTW, “1969" was a typo for 1960 - 0 and 9 are next to each other on the keyboard. 
  R Graeme Cameron: I saw the English language version of “Reptilicus” and agree it's bad - but I'm 
a fan of bad films! I love eg "Plan Nine from Outer Space" and other Ed Wood films. Serious, 
pretentious films just bores me, esp today when everything is SFX from computers. I'm not sure Wolf 
von Witting in his interview was totally tongue-in-check. He often privately said things like that. I don't 
fear AIs. Maybe I have read too much Asimov and his Three Laws. In the Good Doctor's stories 
everything fixes itself in the end. Look, if an AI gets cranky, just pull the plug. Our present struggle 
against computer viruses, trojans, hacker attacks etc is very good training against making sure an AI 
can't go berserk and turn us all into paperclips.
  Garth Spencer: Read, but not much to comment. Except, that you usually have funny, interesting 
thoughts, often a bit tongue in cheek. That always gives me a smile.

--Ahrvid Engholm  
 Ps. Dear reader, if you are leaving "Best fanzine" blank in your Hugo nomination anyway, why not put EAPA 
there! Been campaigning about this for a couple of issues. (Worth trying at least. EAPA could use some 
exposure, to recruit  new members! It's the oldest running electronic APA.)

Merry X-Ray &
 A Happy New Beer!

Once in a blue moon...and a banana rocket in a hurry! (Art: Lars LON Olsson)


